PAY only €199 instead of €489 limited time offer on November 21st

Zucchelli Channel

Soft Tissue Esthetic Surgery: The unique On Line course by one of the best experts in periodontal surgery

GIOVANNI ZUCCHELLI
What it is:
Zucchelli Channel is an online educational video collection of Prof. Giovanni Zucchelli’s continuing education video courses, with LIVE commentary.

Info:
25 Hours
14 Lectures
12 Surgeries
Language: English
HD/ Full HD quality
PC, MAC, Tablet e Mobile
Unlimited access

Dental Tuesday Deal: €489
€199/1st year (+TAX)
Only on November 21st

Go to: www.zucchellichannel.com

The unique On Line course by one of the best experts in periodontal surgery

Program:

Mucogengival Esthetic Surgery
- Etiology and pathogenesis of mucogingival Esthetic defects
- Prognosis of root coverage
- Coronal and laterally moved flaps
- Bilaminar techniques
- Connective tissue graft harvesting procedures
- Coronal advanced flap and connective tissue graft
- Gingival tissue graft and keratinized tissue augmentation
- Two steps technique
- Surgical treatment of multiple gingival recessions on patients with high Esthetic needs
- Combined techniques

Periodontal Regeneration
- Soft tissue management in periodontal regeneration
- Diagnosis and prognosis of vertical bony defects
- A novel approach to minimizing gingival recession in periodontal regeneration
- Surgical therapy
- Connective tissue graft "wall" technique in the treatment of gingival recession associated with vertical bony defect

Treatment of soft tissue defects around implants
- Etiology of soft tissue defects around implants: the role of soft tissue thickness
- Factors associated with mucosal recession around osteointegrated implants
- The treatment of the soft tissue dehiscences around implants
- Soft tissue dehiscence coverage around single implant (video surgery)
- How to manage soft tissues in order to prevent esthetic problems around implants
- Immediate implant placement with simultaneous tissue graft